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Let N points be arbitrarily chosen on the circle with unit circumference, and 
order them clockwise. The uniform m th order spacings are then defined as the 
clockwise distances between any pair of points having m - 1 other points in 
between. A Glivenko-Cantelli theorem and nonlinear almost sure bounds for the 
empirical distribution function based on these uniform spacings are derived. The 
parameter m is allowed to increase with N to infinity. Applications to linear 
combinations of functions of m th order spacings are given. 8 1985 Academic Pras, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let u,, u, ,..., UN-, ..., be a sequence of independent uniform (0, 1) 
random variables (rv’s) defined on a common probability space (51, J@‘, P), 
and let 
be the order statistics corresponding to the first N- 1 observations. 
Moreover we put 
Un:N-, = 1 + Un-fq:N-, for n > N. 
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The uniform (overlapping) mth order spacings are defined by 
D!$= Un+m-w-l- Un--~:i+-I, n = 1, 2 ,..., N, (1.1) 
and the ordered uniform spacings will be denoted by 
In applications it is more convenient to use the normalized spacings 
[D(m) = ND(D) 
n.N tl,N, n = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
The empirical distribution function (df) based on the m th order spacings is 
as usual defined by 
where lA(-) denotes the indicator function of an event A. The empirical 
quantile function i)p”’ is defined as 
OF:“‘(t) = inf{x 1 @)(x) > t}. 
The common df of [Dimi, 1 < n < N, is given by 
F?‘(X) = f’(Nu,:N- 1< X) = jxfkm’(~) dy, O<x<N, (l-2) 
0 
with 
f F’(x) = WI 
NmT(m) T(N - m) x 
rn-‘((l-$)+)N-m-l. 
(Here (y)’ =yllo.+,,(y).) As N+ +oo, the dfFkm’ converges to the dfFfm’ 
of a gamma rv v&h parameters m and 1, 
Fcm’(x) = j’f (““( y) dy, 
0 
where f(“)(x) = (r(m))-’ xmP1ePx, x > 0, is 
x 2 0, 
the corresponding probability 
density function. The inverse function of Ftm) (resp. Fp)) will be denoted by 
Qcm) (resp. Q$“). 
Throughout this paper the notation Ilf\l”, = ~up,,l,,~~ If(x)1 is used, where 
O<a<b<+oo, ft[a,b]+iR. Moreover we put xAy=minimum(x,y), 
x V y = maximum (x, y). 
In the case where the underlying rv’s are independent and identically 
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distributed Wellner [9] established “almost sure nearly linear” bounds for 
the corresponding empirical df. Puri and Tran [7] generalized these results to 
the case of mixing rv’s. The preceeding authors also demonstrated how these 
a.s. bounds together with a Glivenko-Cantelli result can be used in obtaining 
a strong law of large numbers for linear combinations of order statistics. In 
this paper we derive similar results in the case of uniform overlapping mth 
order spacings. Hereby m is allowed to tend to infinity with N at a certain 
rate. The main results are 
THEOREM 1.1. Ifm,N++ooandm=4(N’-?forsomeeE(O,l),then 
lpy’ - Pm) 11; -+ 0 as. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let z, > 1. Then there exists a constant 0 < j3 = p(r,) < 4 
and a subset A of D with P(A) = 1 having the following properties: for each 
o E A there exists a number N, = N,,(w, 7,) E N such that 
for [D\Y$ < x < +a, (1.3) 
and 
@)(x) < 1 - /3( 1 - i@)(X))Tl for 0 < x < Dk!i, (1.4) 
ifN > No and m = B(N1-l’*l-‘) for some E E (0, 1 - l/tr). 
An a.s. upper bound for @)(x) of the form (F(“‘)(x)/P)“‘~, t, > 1, is more 
difficult to obtain. Indeed, this problem strongly relies on probabilities of the 
form P(Pcm)([Di’!$) </3/r,) which essentially behave as PN-(**-i). Moreover 
since F’m’(ax) w  a’“F(m)(x) for a > 1 as x + 0, a second difficulty arises to 
get a good rate for m. The following theorem however states a useful result. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let z2 > 1. Then there exists a constant 0 < ,8 =/I(tJ < 4 
and a subset A of Q with P(A) = 1 having the following properties: for each 
w E A there exists a number N,(o, z2) E N such that for every a > 1 and 
every x E [O, +m>, 
@‘(x) < (F’m’(ax)//?) I/=2, (1.5) 
ZEN 2 N,, and m = B(N’-l’TZ- &) for some E E (0, 1 - l/r,). 
We remark that if m is taken fixed, a can be left out in the statement of 
the preceding theorem. The lower bound for @” corresponding to the 
preceding upper bound by symmetry can be stated more accurately. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let r, > 1. Then there exist a constant 0 < /I =jI(t2) < 1 
and a subset A of 0 with P(A) = 1 having the following properties: for each 
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w  E A there exists a number N, = NO(w, z2) E N such that for every 
x E [O, +a), 
1 - (( 1 - F(m)(x))/P)“Tz < Q:“‘(x), (1.6) 
ifN > N, und m = 6’(N1-3’(2+7z)-‘),jix some E E (0, 1 - 3/(2 + r2)). 
The proofs of these theorems are deferred to Section 3. Section 2 deals 
with some preliminary results. The preceeding theorems will be applied in 
Section 4 to obtain strong laws of large numbers for functions of ordered 
uniform spacings. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
First, we remark that the full set of overlapping mth order spacings is 
“almost” the union of m sets of nonoverlapping spacings 
((WI,“, ?D2,” )...) ‘i’lD”,“), i = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
where v is the largest integer smaller than or equal to N/m and where 
COD PI,” = wk- L)rn,N, l<n<v. 
Denoting the empirical dfs based on these mth order nonoverlapping 
spacings by 
u 
“‘E”(X) = v-l c l~o,,l(%,,“), 
?I=1 
we have that 
x > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
N@)(x) = v 5 “‘#,(x) + 6 ;: lco,xI(~~~~) 
i=l n=;;;‘u+ 1 
where 
Hence 
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We want to exploit the negative dependence structure of each vector of 
nonoverlapping mth order spacings described below, together with (2.1) to 
obtain bounds on all central moments of #km’. 
A random vector (Y,,..., YN) is called negative lower orthant dependent 
(NLOD) if for every (v,,...,y,) E RN, 
and is called negative upper orthant dependent (NUOD) if for every 
(Y1,...9 YN) E RN, 
qy, > Y, ,***, yN > YN) < &+ p(yn > Y,>. 
n=1 
The following straightforward generalizations of Lemma 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.1 in Beirlant et al. [2] to the case of higher order spacings 
continue to hold. 
LEMMA 2.1. Every random vector of nonoverlapping mth order uniform 
spacings (%I ,,“, (i)[D2,V ,..., %,,,), i = l,..., m, is both NLOD and NUOD. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let S, be a sum of v zero-one rv’s Z, ,..., Z, with 
Z, = l~o,x~ViQ,J (rew. lcx, +m,Wn,J>9 n = l,..., v. 
Then for every h E IF? we have that 
WxpW,)) < E(exr-@,), 
where #, is a binomial (v, Fkm)(x)) rv (resp. (v, 1 - Fim’(x))). 
The following lemma is similar to results obtained in van Zuijlen [9] in 
the non-i.i.d. case and by Puri and Tran [7] in the case of mixing rv’s. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every a > j there exists a constant K, > 0 such thatfor 
everyN>2andm<N, 
E(I@‘(x) - F;m’(x)12”) 
< K,v’-*~F~~‘(x) if O<F~m’(x)<v-‘, 
< K,v-“(F$“‘(x)(l - FLm’(x)))” if v-’ < Fp’(x) < 1 - v-r, 
,< Kcrv1-2a(l - Fhm’(x)) if 1 -v-l < Fp)(x) < 1. (2.2) 
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Proof. Applying the inequality 1(1/n) X7= 1 XjI” < (l/n) C~“=I IxjI’ 
(p > 1) to formula (2.1) we get 
2.3 
< 22u-1 
\ 
1 I 
E m-’ 5 (“‘$,(~)-l$,~‘(x)) 
i=l 
+ (6 (“J) . yv)‘” 
XE 
= 22n-1{E I”‘&(x) -$““(x)l*” 
+ hlW2a E I l(o,xl(~~~~) - C%)l*” 1. 
Since E I lCo,Xl((D~“$ - F~!‘(x)~*” < K,,,F~m’(x)(l -F?)(x)) for some 
constant K,,, , it remains only to derive upper bounds as given in the lemma 
for 
E ) “‘8,(x) - Fim)(x)12a. 
Suppose first that v-l <FL!‘(x) < 1 - v-l. Let F,., be the df of 
VI’* 1 “‘E”(X) - Fgyx)l/&y’(x)( 1 - F?‘(x)). 
Then 
E 
v”*((‘)P”(x) - Fgyx)) 
&!yx)( 1 - FF)(x)) 
I*= = (240+w P-V - ~,m a (2.3) 
so that it remains to show that for each a > f the above integral is finite. 
Markov’s inequality implies that for each y > 0 and h > 0, 
1 - F,,,(y) = P(v ( “‘E”(X) - F$yx)( > y \/vFgyx)( 1 - F?‘(x))) 
= P(V(“‘P”(X) - Fgyx)) > y &Fp(x)( 1 - F?‘(x))) 
+ P(v((1 - ‘V”(X)) - (1 - FF)(x))) 
> y ~vF$yx)( 1 - F?)(x))) 
< exp(--hy dvFkm)(x)( 1 - Fp)(x))) 
x t-W 
h”((‘)~,w$!%)) + e h”((l--cl)E,(x))-(l-F’,m’(x))) 
1. 
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From Corollary 2.1 it follows now that 
1 - F,,,(y) < exp(--hy fiFr)(x)( 1 - Fg’(x))) 
x {E(ehSI”-hC’F’f)(X) + ehS(,z)-hv(l-F(Nm)(X)‘)), (2.4) 
where S!,” is a binomial (v, F;?(x)) rv and A’:” is a binomial (v, 1 -FL!‘(x)) 
rv. It can be seen from Hoeffding [6, (2.13)] that the right-hand side in (2.3) 
can be bounded by 
Y2 
2 + (2y/d3vF$?(x)( 1 - F?)(x))) - 
The proof of the finiteness of the integral in (2.3) can now be continued 
following the lines of the proof of Lemma 1.1 of van Zuijlen 191. 
Suppose now that 0 <FL”‘(x) < v-l. The assertion is trivial if x = 0. So 
let 0 < Fhm)(x) < v-‘. From Lemma 2.1 and the exchangability of the 
nonoverlapping spacings ID ,,“,..., ID “,“, it follows then that for n = 0, l,..., v. 
P(V”‘E”(X) = n) = 
i 1 
; P(“‘Ul,,, Gx,..., (‘)ri&” < x, (lQ+‘,” 
> x,..., (JQv ,< x) 
< v”(Fp’(x))” 
\ I ’ n. 
The proof can now again be given as in van Zuijlen [9]. Finally, if 
1 - v-’ < Fim’(x) < 1 the proof is similar to that in the preceding case, but 
now we use the NUOD property for the nonoverlapping spacings stated in 
Lcmma2.1. I 
We close this section with another lemma which relates F$@ and Ftrn) 
when both N and m tend to infinity. 
LEMMA 2.3. As N, m + +co and 2(m + 1) <N, we have 
IIF$m’/F’m’I)~ ,< 1 + 8 and 
{I( 1 - Fhm’)/( 1 - Fcm))II: < 1 + 8 
(2.5) 
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and hence 
Ipy)-F(*)I);=B (;). (2.6) 
Proof. For all x E (0, N), 
where, using Stirling’s formula, 
Easy calculation yields that 
so that 
A(N,m) sup o<y<N (ey (1 -ST-“-‘) = 1 +d (z) as m,N-++a, 
from which (2.5) follows. m 
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Lemma 2.2 it follows that for every 
x E 10, Nl 
E I&)(x) - Fj$m)(x)12u Q 2K, [N/m] -=, 
so that for every 6 > 0, 
I$1 P(J@“(x) - F?)(x)1 > 6) < 2K, ~5-*~ $I [N/m] --(I. 
If 01 is chosen such that CZE > 1 then C,‘Z1 [N/m] -a < +co. Thus for every 
x E [0, N], we have by the Borel-Cantelli lemma that 
F?)(x) -FL*)(x) + 0 a.s. 
683/16/3-3 
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m, N+ +a~ and m = B(N’- “). Since for every it4 E fN and 
YE [Q$“‘((i - 1)/M), Q~m’(i/A4)], 1 < i GM, 
it follows that 
as m, N + +co and m = @(N1- 7. The argument can now be completed using 
(2.6). I 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Consider the following events: 
Then it is easily seen that we have to show that 
First 
P(Akmlm, i.0.) = 0. 
N-l 
P(Akmm’) < 2 P(F’m’(D;$:N) > (n/~P)“‘1). 
It=1 
Using Markov’s inequality and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we get for 
l<n<N-landa>j, 
PpqD ;?I:,) 2 (WW’=‘) 
= p ( 
N 
{zl 1((n,N4)‘,‘,,11(F(m)(lDjlnN))) >N- n > 
= P((i - ~~)(Q(m)((n/~p)l’*~))) - (1 - (n/Npp) 
> (l/,8) l’Tl(n/N) “+ L - (n/N)) 
~ E If~m)(Q(m)((n/N~)l’T1)) - (~I/NP)““~*~ 
((1//3)““(n/N)“” - (B/N))*~ 
G2 *=--1K,{~-“(n/Nj.l)~‘~~ + v1-2a(n/N~)1~r1 + (@(m/N))*}(l +@(I)) ((l/~)““(n/N)“” - (~z/N))*~ 
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Since n/N < Qz/N)“‘~, 1 < n < N - 1, we have for p-’ > 2” that 
(l/jLI)““(n/N)“” - (n/N) > (n/N)““((l,‘/!?)“” - 1) 
> &z/N)““(l/~)“” 
and hence 
+ ,,‘-2QN(2 a-l)/+, (2cx-lvtln-(2a-l)/rI 
P 
2a 
N2&, 2”h,n-2”f’1 
P 
N-l 
=2 C ,-alrl 
II=1 
N-l 
+2 4a-lKaVl-2aN(2n-1)/Tlp(2n-lI)/fl El n-(2a-l)/rl 
2u 
+2 4a-1’K, N2”/” h/r1 B 
Choosing a > maximum (e-l, rr) we have that 
~(A;~,rn’) = @(N-(1+6)) for some 6 > 0. 
Hence C,‘zr P(Ah!)) < + co, from which P(Aim) Lo.) = 0 follows by the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma. The proof of the second inequality in the statement 
goes along the same lines replacing DA”; by - DL$. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. To prove (1.5) we put kN = [a”] and 
A(m) = 
N 
[ 
‘u’ (Pj”‘(x) > (F(m’(ax)/j3)1”z for some x E [0, +m))] . 
j=kN 
Since for every NE N 
Np;m)(x) < (N + I)#;!, yx , 
( ) 
we get 
A(m) c
q+> N 
N kN+ I II (p(m)(m))1/T2 o > kNP-“*I 
II 
* 
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Hence it suffices to show that 
in order to prove 
First 
P(Aimm’ Lo.) = 0. 
(P(F’“‘(D~~~J < /Yk, ‘*ar*) + fJ P (F”‘(D$$J < (2) “/laT2). 
n=2 N 
Formula (2.5) entails that 
Making use of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 in a similar way as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.2, we then find that for every a,, a2 > f , 
)( $* ,(v-*)al 
( 
(1 - @T2)-2nl 
n72- *a2 ) (1 -~a72)-2azl (1 +8(l)) 
If 1 < tl < 2, choose a, such that a,(2 - r2) > 1 and a, = ((1 + r2) + 6)/2, 
6 E (0, E) sufficiently small to obtain the summability of the given 
expressions for m = b(kk-‘rT’- “), E E (0, 1 - I/t*). If r2 > 2, we have that 
l? 
n(r2-2b~ = @(k~2-*,‘W+ I), 
!I=1 
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so that ai > e-l 
m = fl(k,-‘-‘;‘-e) 
and a2 = ((1 + r2) + 6)/2 imply the summability for 
in this case too. This implies the statement of the 
theorem. I 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. For the proof of this theorem we use a 
Borel-Cantelli type result of Barndorff-Nielsen [ 11, which we state without 
proof. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A,,A, ,..., be a sequence of events such that 
link+ m P(A,) = 0. If either CN+21 P(A; n AN+d < +co or 
CN+Fl P(A,nA;+,) < +a, then 
In our case, let 
P(A, i.0.) = 0. 
(II 
1 - @’ 
Afv= (1 ~py2 D 
//* > p+). 
As in formula (2.7) one finds using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that P(A,) can be 
estimated by an expression which behaves asymptotically as 
pN-(~2-1) +I(,(1 _p)-2nIpaImaL~-aI(rZ-1) 5 n(r2-2)al 
n=2 
+K,& _p)-2a2~m2az-‘N-‘“‘-” $ nr2-2n2 ) 
n=2 
which tends to zero if ai, a2 are chosen as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 and if 
m = @(IV’ - 1’72-E), E E (0, 1 - 1/r2). 
Furthermore, we have, following a method developed by Devroye [5], that 
for some constant L, 
P(A,nA ;+I> < i: P (A;+, n (F’“‘(q!!,+,:,) > 1 -g 1) 
Y’ 
G x p 
II=1 ([ 
F’Yq,m: 1)-n+ IN+ L) < 1 - 
nTZ@ 
(N + 1)‘2 I 
n Fc~)(D$!!_)n+l:N) > 1 - 
nT2D 
(N+ 1)” I) 
<L $, n(N+ 11-l Qtm) (1 - (Nyf)r2) 
x P F(myQ!!n+l:N) > 1 - 
312 
where 
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< log(N’/P) + m log log(N’/P), 
for every n = l,..., N. Hence, 
P(A,nA;+ J < 2r,LmN-’ log N. i nP (F(m)(D~?~+ ,:N) > 1 -g) 
It=1 
,<2r,LmN-‘ IogN pN-(‘2-” + 5 n 
n=2 
x P 
( 
F(myDg!n+‘:N) > 1 - n’2P 
NT2 )I 
. 
Again with the help of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, P(A, nA;+,) can be bounded 
by an expression which behaves asymptotically as 
2T2L.&+-’ log N PN-(Tz-‘) + J(a,p”~(l -/3)-2al m”lN-al(T2-” 
1 
x ni2n ( (r2-2)n,+ 1 1 
+Ka2P(1 43)-2~2m2~2-1N-(~2-l) ns,-2n2+l 
)I* 
For a suitable choice of a 1, the series 
y (mN-’ 1ogN) mcrlN-al(r2-l) ( 5 n(~2-~~al+ I) 
N=l II=2 
can be seen to converge if m = @(N((‘2-‘)“‘)-~, E E (0, (t, - 1) A 1). In 
fact, take a,+l>(r-I)&-’ if t2E(1,2), and a,+l>3&-’ if t2>2. 
Furthermore, taking 
2+7,(h,<(~,-1) (S-E) -I, 
it is seen that 
+CQ N 
2 (w-' log N) m2a2-1N-(T-1) r nr2-2a2+l 
N=l nf2 
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converges if m =@(iV1-33/(2+r2)- 9, E E (0, 1 - 3/(2 + r2)). The theorem now 
follows as an application of Lemma 4.1. I 
4. APPLICATION TO STRONG LAWS OF SPACINGS STATISTICS 
In this section we consider statistics of type 
zy’ = N-l 5 cnN !q0;y$, (4.1) 
It=1 
for some function Y: [0, +co) + IF?, and for a set of weighting constants cnN, 
1 < n <N. For N > 2, define functions JN on [0, l] by J,,,(t) = c,,~ for 
(n - 1) N-’ < t Q nN-‘, and JN(0) = c,,. Remark then that 
7y = 
5 
’ ‘y(&)(t)) JN(Q cit. 
0 
If for each N, !PN = Y . l,,,,,, is a left-continuous function which is of 
bounded variation on all subintervals of (0, N), then as in Wellner [9] it can 
be seen that with pirn:“’ = 1: Y(Q’“‘(u))J~(u) du, one gets 
where 
T(Nm) - &0 = -(TF) + y\“,’ + yg + y:;y, 
and 
(m)- ’ 
Y3N - 
s [F(m)(0&!) i=(m)(0h$)c 
Y(Q'"'(u) JN(u) du. 
. ’ 
For 6 > 0, b,, b, E IR, we define for 0 < t < 1, 
B(t) = t-“I(1 - r)-b2, 
II(t) = t- l+b,f8(1 q-l+b2+~, 
h,(t) = (t(1 - t))‘-S’2, 
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and 
h,(t) = (t( 1 - t))’ -6’4. 
First we take m fixed as N increases, and show a strong law of large 
numbers for Tp’. 
THEOREM 4.1. If ) !Pl< MD(F’“‘), all 1 JNI <MB, for some constant 
M>Oand 
I 
tU2 
B(Fcm)) /z,(F’~‘) d 1 !?‘y( < +oo, 
0 
then as. 
Tkm’ - p;*,“’ + 0 as N-++co. (4.2) 
ProoJ: Since the proof follows the same lines as in Wellner [9] we just 
give a sketch of the proof. For all x E [ID i’!$, Dk!i), and with A4 denoting a 
generic constant we have 
lA~mym)(~)( < M(B(F’m’) V B(&?)}, 
from which it follows using Theorems 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 that as. 
IAkm)(x)l < kfB(F’m’)[F’m’(l - FCm))] -s’4. 
Hence, 
B(Fcm)) h l(F(m)) d ( !f’/. (4.3) 
Now we find for any 8 E (0, f), 
I/ 
j?(*) _ F(m) N 
N 
Iz,(F’~‘) II o ’ 2e 
6/B sup ($$!!)(x)/(F(“’ (x)) ’ - 6’8) 
o<x<cPNe) 
+ 2e"/8 sup ((1 -@‘(x))/(l - F(“‘)(x))l-8/B). 
Q(m)(l--B)<x 
(4.4) 
From Theorems 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4 it folows that the right-hand side of (4.4) 
can be made arbitrarily small by taking 8 small and N + +co, so that a.s. 
fy’ -9 0 as N++co. 
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To show that as. (y\g) + yiz) + y$z)) 3 0 as N + + co, it is sufficient to give 
a.s. bounds for F’“‘)((D$$ and 1 -F’“‘([Dh’i); from Theorem 2.2 it follows 
that for every rr < 1, 
F’“‘([D\v$ v (1 - F’m)(ID;$)) Q (/IN)+ a.s. as N-+ +co. I 
Let us now consider the problem of proving a strong law for T’i:“’ if M, 
N -+ +co. From the preceding proof in case m is fixed, it is clear that a 
theorem for Tim’, ~tl, N -+ +co, could be stated where the growth rate of m 
would depend on the several quantities occuring in the conditions of 
Theorem 4.1 for each specific TN ‘m) at hand. However the given theorems on 
@‘I can be regarded as general tools in the approach described in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1, trying to obtain a rate for m, which is the best possible with 
our technique. 
To illustrate this we consider the logarithm-statistic (see, e.g., Cressie [4]) 
Tim’ = N-’ 5 log([D$. 
n=1 
Here all C,~Z 1, such thatJ,= 1, b,=b,=O, 
F;) = jz (@'(x) - F'"'(x)) d log x, 
1% 
y’l?’ = log(O~~~)F’m)(O~?“), 
y:;) = log([D;$)(l - P”([D$)), 
and 
cm) - 
Y3N - 
I 
log(Q’“‘(u)) du. 
W)'D~~J F(rnl(D~~$)C . 1 
Let E > 0 be arbitrarily small. First, 
j?m) < 
N 1 +m (F”‘(x) e (1 -F’m)(~)))E’2 dlogx. 
Since Pm) < F”) and (0’ O” (F”‘(x)( 1 - F’m’(x)))“2 x- ’ dx = @( 1) as 
m+ +co, it follows from Theorems 1.1, 1.3, and 1.4 that a.s. 
fy) 4 0 as m,N-++a and m=@(N'-7. 
Again from Theorem 1.2 we see that a.s. when m, N --) +co, m = b(N'- 7, 
F’“‘(0;t”) = @(N-‘) and 1 - F’m’(O;;i) = b(N - “), 
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from which 
as. as m, N-+ +oo and m = B(N’-7. 
Hence we proved that as. 
N-’ 5 log(D~“$) - y(m) + 0 
?I=1 
as m, N-t +co and m =B(N’-‘), for some O<E< 1, where 
y(m) = Cj”=;‘j-’ - y is the di-gamma function and y is Euler’s constant. 
So a strong law analog for Lemma 1 in Vasicek [8] is shown. Proceeding 
with a same argument as in Theorem 1 of Vasicek [8] the following theorem 
can now be shown. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let XnzN (1 ( n <N), X,,:,, =XIzN (n < l), and 
XnzN = XN:. (n > N) denote the ordered values of a sample X, ,..., X, from an 
absolutely continuous distribution f with finite variance. Then 
N-’ ; log 
n=l 
gcXi+rn:,-Xi-m:,)) -H(f) a.s. 
as m, N-r +a~ and m = @(Nl-‘) for some 0 < E ( 1, with 
Hlf)=-~+mf(x)logf(x)dx. 
-cc 
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